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Software Developer

With a strong background in 
blockchain and crypto technologies, I 
am a skilled software developer with 
a proven track record of delivering 
innovative solutions. My 5 years of 
Node.js experience and 3 years of C# 
development skills make me an expert 
in developing trading bots, crypto 
wallets, and more. 

My passion for technology, combined 
with my attention to detail, makes me 
an ideal candidate for any project

Skills

Computer Skills Expert
Ability to Work Under Pressure Expert
Software Troubleshooting Expert
Adaptability Expert
JavaScript Expert

Languages

English Highly proficient
Ukrainian A2
Czech B1
Russian Native speaker

Links

Fiverr.com
LaborX
Telegram

Recent Projects

Wallet Tracker [Telegram Bot]
The project I was working on is 
a wallet tracker for cryptocurrency 
blockchain explorers. It allows users to 
easily track and manage their crypto 
portfolios, and also provides the ability 
to copy the trades of professional 
investors to grow their portfolio. The 
project is designed to make it simple 
for users to stay on top of their 
crypto assets and make informed 
investment decisions based on the 
performance of experienced traders. 
The tool allows users to monitor their 
wallets, view transaction history and 
overall performance, making it an 
essential tool for managing crypto 
assets. The project utilize the latest 
technology on Blockchain, Crypto and 
web3.js to build a secure and efficient 
platform for users.

Insider Information Detector 
[node.js]
Algorithm that scans Ethereum and 
Binance blockchain for transactions 
over several months, identifying 
patterns and detecting wallets that 
receive multiple incoming transactions, 
indicating insider information about 
new token launches. The algorithm 
utilizes advanced blockchain analysis 
and data mining to quickly and 
efficiently process transaction data 
and identify potential leads for insider 
information. The goal of this project is 
to gain an advantage by copying the 
investments made by individuals with 
information on new token launches.

NFT Unity Game
The Unity Project I was working on 
is a game that allows players to own, 
trade and sell digital real estate in the 
metaverse, a virtual world. Players can 
build their own digital rental portfolio, 
earning in-game residual income while 
they relax and play the game. It is 
a 3D, multiplayer game that utilizes 
Unity engine as the main technology, 
allowing players to engage in activities 
like buying, renting and selling the 
digital properties. The goal of the 
project is to provide an engaging and 
interactive experience for players to 
build their own digital portfolio, with 
the added benefit of earning in-game 
residuals.
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